
WHEN LINDA WASN’T INSPIRED by her store-bought Aran after
it shrank in the wash, she offered it to me as inspiration. And
inspired I was. I immediately saw potential in the rich texture,
but the extreme thickness and little yardage didn’t leave a
whole lot of possibilities. After seeing some felt insoles creat-
ed by Carol H. Rhoades for the Spring 2007 issue of Spin-Off,
I decided the thick sweater would be perfect for soles—and the
rest of a slipper for that matter.

I first created a simple template for my slipper parts. Then I
aligned the paper pattern on the sweater to select the best tex-
ture for the sides and bottoms of the slippers. Because the felt
was so thick, rather than pinning the pattern pieces to the fab-
ric, I traced the templates with a seamstress pencil and then
used those lines to cut out my slipper parts. I assembled the
pieces with sewing thread in blanket stitch. Even though 
blanket stitch can be worked as an embellishment, the thread
matched my felt so perfectly in color that the stitches are 
nearly invisible.
(See slipper template, next page.)
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HOUSE SLIPPERS
recycled felt

Blanket Stitch

Bring threaded needle out from back to
front at the center of a knitted stitch.
*Insert needle at center of next stitch
to the right and two rows up, and out at
the center of the stitch two rows below.
Repeat from *.
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House Slippers

NOTE: Template shown
is 50% actual size. 

Photocopy to 200% for
appropriate use.

http://www.interweave.com/kdso

